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Comfort Food

"I can't help unless you let me.""I might be alone, but at least I'm safe."Martin Painter has been a
recluse since his parents died when he was seventeen. Sure, he has money and a sprawling house
in an upscale neighborhood, but material things can't patch the holes in his heart. When his sister
drags him to a charity auction, the last thing he expects to win is a date with a handsome stranger.
He can feel the attraction starting, but it's pointless, isn't it? He's better off alone. He's too awkward
for a platonic "date," let alone real love."Do you ever wonder if you made a wrong turn
somewhere?"Charity owner Travis Cole loves his work even if he misses the world of haute cuisine.
But his charity is hemorrhaging money. He throws an auction to scrape together extra funds, and up
on the auction block? Cooking lessons and a dinner with himself. He never thought the winner
would be a man. And stranger still, he never expected to care so much about the soft-spoken,
sad-eyed loner who won him."We've both got too much to lose, don't we?"Martin isn't sure he's
capable of love anymore. Travis isn't sure he's capable of loving a man. But they can't deny it:
there's something between them as powerful as gravity, even if it's just a desire to help one another
let go of the past. While Travis teaches Martin how to cook, can they teach each other to be
happy?Comfort Food is a steamy, standalone gay romance novel with a HEA and no cliffhangers.
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**)When life gets a bit too much, we all need that one comfort food to remind us of our
youth..â€¢.â€¢*) .â€¢*)(.â€¢ (.â€¢`*They met at an auction and cultivated their friendship into
love."This all started with wine." Winning former Chef turned charity owner Travis Cole was not the
thing Martin Painter would ever do. He would not even leave his house if not for his sister. But after
losing their parents too young and taking on the parenting of Lisa, Martin had become withdrawn
and anxious. He'd do anything for his sister, and this was one of those things. Now all he had to do
was suffer through several cooking classes and he could go onto his regularly scheduled
life.Everything's not always so black and white, sometimes gray matter exudes.Not having an easy
childhood and seeing things from another spectrum led Travis to forming his own charity. Being able
to get back into the kitchen he loved so much was even better. But finding out that his highest
bidder was a man threw him of a bit. Identified as straight, Travis now found himself doing a lot of
questioning the more he sorted Martin out. The man was an enigma and one Travis was eager to
figure out.Not asking for help but getting it anyway.Travis and Martin found themselves getting
closer. When an issue is found with the charity's books, it is Martin who gets to the bottom of things
despite almost destroying the very thing they were building. With friendship on the line, the question
becomes, would Martin be able to ask for forgiveness and would he accept that Travis wants the
same thing as he does?I enjoyed this book very much. Another GFY with suspense. It was easy to
love Martin with all his neuroses.
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